ELECTRIC FAN WIRING KIT
23101-VUW

OPTIONAL A/C COMPRESSOR SAFETY SWITCH
(TRINARY TYPE) - #24676-VUS

- BLACK/GREEN OR RED/WHITE TO COMPRESSOR CLUTCH
- BLACK/GREEN OR BLACK/WHITE TO A/C EVAPORATOR THERMOSTAT
- BLUE/WHITE OR BLUE TO 86 ON RELAY
- BLUE/RED OR BLUE TO GROUND

PURPLE - ELECTRIC FAN
WHITE - "KEY ON" 12 VOLT POWER SOURCE RECOMMENDED
WHITE GROUND - 40 AMP RELAY
BLUE - 10 AMP FUSE
RED - 12 VOLT POWER SOURCE TO BATTERY OR BATTERY TERMINAL ON REGULATOR, OR STARTER SOLENOID

CONNECT TO OPTIONAL ENGINE TEMP SENSOR

11/16/99 23101VUW